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Before we get to look, Asheville Comic Expo is this Saturday! Your favorite local gaming blog (FLGB?!) will be organizing and running a lot of RPG tables. If you haven't booked a game or two yet, check out warhorn! Never signed up for any public games on warhorn before? Check out our handy guide
from last week. The most recent source book for Star Wars Edge of the Empire is Far Horizons, which explains the career of the realist. I'll be honest, I don't even know if I'll pick this up. Among all the occupation realism is perhaps the least interesting option, and must obey the wonderfully dangerous
covenants? Good luck. After flipping over it, I became more interested. From the core books of the realm majors are PhD, Politico, and Scholar. This book adds entrepreneur, marshall, and performer. It also goes into some really great details for new obligations and backgrounds for existing majors, as
well as new ones. The new species are Arcona, Gran and Chevin. Entrepreneurs are similar to traders, but with some talent that really depends on the flow of credits. Sound Investments helps you gain 100 credits per tier at the beginning of each session. Greased Palms allows you to spend 50 credits per
rank to upgrade a social check (Charm, Deception etc.) and Throwing Credits allows you to ignore stress penalties from a triggered obligation. Most other talent on the tree has to do with finding items, and getting a better price for what you sell. Marshall is a very attractive class, especially for smaller
parties that need computers with a balance between combat skills and society. Basically the sheriff of a colony, how you will come as part of a band of adventures can set off some very interesting plot hooks and obligations! There is a lot of talent in the tree to ensure your character can do well in combat
such as durable, grit, blank points, and quick drawing. The most intriguing new additions are Good Cop and Bad Cop. Good Cop allows you to spend two advantages from a charm or test negotiation to upgrade a single ally's next social check, for each rank. Bad Cop is similar, but you spend two
advantages on the next deception or coercive test for each rank. The last of the new majors was Performer. I thought this would be the least exciting of the three, but with a nice blend of social and melee skills, you can create a pretty engaging and balanced character. Not to mention all the interesting
narrative benefits and complications that can come with even being a small-time celebrity. One of the exciting new talents for performers is the biggest fan. Once a session, a performer Can make a hard charm test and if successful, an NPC in the current encounter becomes the biggest fan of that
character. This can significantly reduce difficulty testing for social encounters, or NPC may be willing to make incentives for characters at GM's decision. There are two new signature possibilities, which have not come to play at my Star Wars board yet, but are somewhat interesting. The profound
revelation allows a computer to learn valuable information about the current situation that they did not have before. All it will cost you is two fate points and a difficult knowledge education test. I get the spirit of this power, but it doesn't seem like it's going to come up a lot and it doesn't seem to me to be a
top possibility if you're telling a good story. One unmatched expertise, allowing a computer to ease the difficulty of all career skills tested by one for the rest of the encounter, again gives two points of fate. This may be cool, but by the time you unlock this, you'll be pretty great at most of what you can do,
and there may be unexpected consequences of making the boss fight a walking gear, or starting a tough arms race between the players and GM. The next part of the book is new equipment and vehicles. Once the most attractive weapon is rilfe sound, which has unique quality not skewed light-saber. This
may prove handy for GMs looking to challenge young Jedi in the upcoming Force and Destiny chapter of Fantasy Flight Star Wars RPG. It is also interesting that Riot Shield adds melee character defense options as well as an alternative version that allows a slot to support a rifle, albeit at the cost of a
death failure. The gear section includes a forensics set if you want some CSI in your Star Wars, as well as a Thunderhead Portable Entertainment System that's amplifying sounds and lights for performers that can make a heck of a distract. The cars add a few options for parties that need a landspeeder,
or one that is designed as more than one rice wagon with six holding cells. There are also statistics for a police interceptor landspeeder, as well as a few auto cars that include statistics for the car in addition to the droid that drives it. There are several light cargo ships suitable for computers, most notably
the HWK-290 from the Dark Forces and driven by Kyle Katarn. The main ships include an unsllined Silhouette 6 cargo ship, and a 7 Luxury Starliner silhouette. A lot of great missions can happen on a star journey. The third part of the book is directed towards GM, but there is a great range of tips to come
up with hooks and origins for each colonial major. It also has some great tips on keeping social interactions interesting, and makes medical examinations more attractive to doctors by adding pressure-based limited time or classification. On the back of this section is Contracted, it's short 3-act summary of
the adventure that includes a twist or unexpected complication. This is a GM gold mine for any group, especially an episodic gathering at a friendly local gaming store. It also includes some longer campaign sketches with several episodes planned. Moreover, there are rules and a system for setting up a
homestead or business as a basis of operation. One of the most enjoyable experiences I've had with a D&amp;D campaign D homebrew is when our party's dwarfs buy a pub, and use it for an active base, and as a revenue stream. The same idea applies here and is actually well laid out. It gives you
prices in obligation or credit for upgrades and maintenance, as well as lots of ideas for what the business might be about. In addition, there are real jobs, and what the typical pay will be if you have a day job, as well as suggestions at the back for multiclassing in interesting combinations. Điều khiển học
Chop Doc? Start as a doctor, then add outlaw technology. Start as Marshall, then add The Guide. Intelligence agent? Start as a scholar then add thieves. Overall I'm way more impressed than I thought I would be with this book. It's great value for both PC and GM alike, and may be the best sourcebook
yet. Fantasy Flight keeps hitting homeruns! Edit Share Roleplaying game supplement Star Wars: Edge of the Empire Far Horizons is an official rules supplement for the Colonists career in Fantasy Flight Games' Star Wars: Edge of the Empire roleplaying game series. It was released on August 14, 2014.
Far Horizons is a sourcebook for Colonists making their mark on the edge of the galaxy in Star Wars®: Edge of the Empire™. With new talent, spacecraft, and gear, Colonists will be able to thrive in even the harshest cases that go their way. Three new majors, entrepreneurs, performers, and Marshals,
offer new ways for Colonists to expand their options (and make some cold, hard credit), while GM and other players will find new gear and set up information to bring the Empire's edge to life. Media[edit | edit source] Editions[edit | edit source] Cover gallery[edit | edit source] Front cover background cover
artFront cover foreground character artTable of Contents &amp; back cover artChapter II: Law and OrdnanceAdd a photo to this gallery Appearances[edit | edit source] Bibliography[edit | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit source] Explore all of Wookieepedia's images for this article subject.
External links[edit | edit sources] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Far Horizons is a for Colonists make their mark on the edge of the galaxy in Star Wars®: Edge of the Empire™. With new talent, spacecraft, and gear, Colonists will be able to thrive even in even the
harshest that came their way. Three new majors, entrepreneurs, performers, and Marshals, offer new ways for Colonists to expand their options (and make some cold, hard credit), while GM and other players will find new gear and set up information to bring the Empire's edge to life. Finally finished
reading my copy of Far Horizons which came in a few weeks ago. I would like to give my opinion on the book in case anyone is curious about whether they should pick it up or not. Overall, this is a handy little book. Between the three career sourcebooks released so far, I'd say this is my second favorite –
behind the dangerous covenant and in front of Enter the Unknown. Far Horizons introduced three new majors for realism: Entrepreneurs, Marshals and Performers. The Colonists receive two signature abilities, Insightful Revelation (which lets you know something super valuable) and unprecedented
expertise (allowing you to reduce skill tests of a certain type to ease in an encounter). There is a very small part about weapons and armor (which you can expect from a non-combat-focused class) and another small part on vehicles and spacecraft. There are a few very interesting - and monumentally
expensive! - So is the piece of cake. The final part of the book deals with information related to running a Colonist-style campaign and keeping Colonist players engaged in overarching adventures. There are also some rules to keep and maintain a Homestead and a business in the book as well, which I'll
detail below. PROS: Two out of three new majors are really convenient. Entrepreneurs deal with making and spending credits and I really like the way they organize that. Marshals are the perfect charismatic kind of cop and can really be fun to play. Also, the signature capabilities are both pretty cool and
useful. Some of the devices presented are super interesting. We are talking about teraforming and atmospheric cleaning and filtration here! I was impressed with the range of this kind of stuff – you can really bring serious improvement to your understanding in nature. Light cargo ship HWK-290. Do I need
to say more? :)The Homestead rules and business are INCREDIBLE. I like the angle it brings to the game. You get rules on how to plant, maintain and upgrade a homestead or business (or both). This can turn your average Colonist into a leader of something tangible in the game, which is really neat. A
starting party can choose to be homestead based or run a business instead of a ship as well, which is quite unique. CONS: Performers are... well, a dud to me. I don't really understand the taste of spec. I don't hate it and I like the idea of it, but it comes off a bit flat for in the talent department. Weapons
and armor divisions are severely lacking. Now, this is not a book focused on combat, so I get that. But if the weapons are what you will be disappointed in. OVERALL RATING: 3.5/5 StarsThis is an interesting book and, if being a face and social interaction is your thing, this is absolutely your book. As far



as GMing goes, this is a worthwhile investment. As I said above, receive the first dangerous covenant - trust me - and then snag this before Enter the Unknown. With only one let down spec I think this book will give Colonists a lot of mileage. Mileage.
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